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CHARACTERISTICS  OF HASTHAM NAKSHATRAM

The thirteenth of 27 is the nakshatra of Hastha 

.It is also called Hastham in Tamil. It belongs to 

Virgo zodiac sign. It spread from 160°00′ to 

173°20′ Virgo. It is  comprised of five stars in the 

constellation of Corvi. They are Alpha, Beta, 

Delta, Gamma, and Epsilon-Corvi. The 

constellation Corvi is visible in the night sky just 

below the bright star of Spica. I

Sanskrit Name: हस्तनक्षत्र) is another name for 

Hasta: a particular section of the ecliptic. 

Nakṣatra means “Lunar mansion” and 

corresponds to a specific region of the sky 

through which the moon passes each day. Hasta 

means “the hand” and is associated with the 

spiritual awakening

DEITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE 

NAKSHATRAM : SRI GAYATHRI DEVI



SRI GAYATHRI DEVI

GoddessGayatri is regarded as Veda 

Mata i.e. the mother of all Vedas and 
remains the divine energy that 

animates all things.. Goddess 

Gayatri is venerated as Hindu 

Trimurti i.e. Lord Brahma, Lord 

Vishnu and Lord Mahesh.and 

embodiment of Tridevis – 

Saraswathi, Lakshmi and Parvathy. 

Goddess Gayatri is typically 

portrayed with five faces and ten 

hands. She is mounted on the lotus 

flower. The five faces of Goddess 

Gayatri symbolize five Pranas i.e. 

Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and 

Samana. They also symbolize five 

elements of the universe i.e. the 

earth, the water, the fire, the air and 

the sky.

Gayatri Mantra

Om bhuh, bhuvah, 

swaha (Aumm Bhoor 
Bhoo-va Su-va-ha)
Tat savitur varenyam (Tat 
Sa-vee-toor Var-ayn-yam)

Bhargo devasya 

dhimahi (Bar-go Day-vas-
ya Dhee-ma-hee)

Dhiyo yo nah 

prachodayat (Dhee-yo Yo 
Nah Pra-cho-da-yaat)

O Divine mother, may your 

pure divine light 

illuminate all realms 

(physical, mental and 

spiritual) of our being. 

Please expel any 

darkness from our hearts 

and bestow upon us the 

true knowledge.

Gayatri Mantra is an earnest 

prayer of immense faith and 

devotion, addressed to the 

supreme universal spirit. This 

mantra invokes the divinity and 

seeks its presence to enlighten 

the self and illuminate the 

intellect.

The hymn is made up of 24 

syllables of profound meaning and 

has a specific rhythm that is 

regarded extremely potent. 

Gayatri Mantra is a great purifying 

factor on earth, which can bestow 

on sincere devotees, substantial 

material and spiritual benefits. 

https://www.drikpanchang.com/hindu-gods/trimurti/lord-shiva/trimurti-lord-shiva.html


CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN HASTHAM 

NAKSHATRAM

It means “The 

Blessing Hand" Symbol:open 

hand in blessing 
Indication: 

Golden 

Handed

Star Energy

Hasta 

Sthapaniyaagama 

Shakti (ability to 

secure gain in one’s 

own hands)

Controlling 

Planet:Moon

Ruling 

Deity of 

Moon 

Parvathy 

Mode: PassiveGender: Male Guna :Rajasic



CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN HASTHAM 

NAKSHATRAM

Bird : Vulture

Animal:Female 

Buffalo 

Tree: Hog Plum

Color 

:White/slight

ish yellow

Ganam /Nature: 

Deva 
Dosha : Vatha

Element : 

Fire

Beeja sounds :

Pu, Sha, Na, 

Tha

Disposition : 

Light and swift 

Related Planets

Mercury 

exalted  for 

Virgo



CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN HASTHAM 

NAKSHATRAM

Hastham   natives symbolizes 

agreements and greetings as 

represented by the hand shake.

The word Hasta translates as "the 

hand" and signifies all activities 

performed with the hands.

Those born under this star are 

industrious, intelligent and 

reasonable. Those born under this 

nakshatra have the ability to 

manifest an object of desire in their 

hands.

Hastham natives are optimistic 

with an amazing capacity to 

create, they are jolly , carefree 

good in family relationships.

They have the ability to use 

the hands in a skilled, crafty, 

or cunning manner. They have 

to be careful as it can also be 

used for trickery and gambling.



Vishnu Sahasranama Stotram slokas for 

HASTHAM NAKSHATRAM INDIVIDUALS

Hastham I padham

Suvratha Sumuga Sookshma Sukosha Sukada 

Suhruth

Manoharo Jithakrodho Virabãhur Vithãranaha

Hastham II

Swãpna Swavasho Vyãpi Naikathma Naik 

Karmakruth

Vatsaro Vathsalo Vatsee Rathnagarbo 

Dhaneswaraha

                      Hastham III Padham

Dharmakrup Dharmakruth Dharmi Sathakshara 

Maksharam

Avignatha Sahasramshur Vidhãta Krutha 

Lakshanaha

                   Hastham IV Padham

Gapasthinémi Sathvastha Simho Bhootha 

Maheswaraha

Aadi Dévo Mahãdévo Dévésho Devabruthguruhu



Benefits of Performing Pooja HasthamNakshatra Devatas

3. People born under Hasta star should worship this form of 

Shiva with folded hands in prayer, meditation and yoga. It is 

also recommended for these people to perform the ancestor 

ritual known as tarpanam. While making the tarpanam offering, 

water passing over the lines of the person’s hands connects 

their energy with the energy of the ancestors.

1. The sacred temple that 

resonates with the 

Hastham  nakshatra is Sri 

Kirupa 

Koobareswarartemple 

located in a village Komal 

near Kumbakonam  in 

Tamil Nadu, India. 
2. Those born under this star 

should visit this temple as 

frequently as possible.

Hastha  natives, your incense 

is made with the herb of 

Neem prescribed by the 

Vedas.

Burning one of these pillars 

is like performing a mini fire 

ritual for that particular star 

formation. For your specific 

Birthstar, you will be able to 

connect inwardly to your 

planet of energetic origin 

and gain support with the 

positive aspects
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